
Allgemeiner Studierenden-Ausschuss (AStA)  

Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg  

Uhlhornsweg 49–55 26111 Oldenburg 

 E-Mail: vorstand@asta-oldenburg.de  

19th AStA meeting in the legislature 2020/2021, protocol from the AStA-
meeting of 14th december 2020 

date, time: 14th december 2020, 10.15 am 

place: Big Blue Button https://studconf.uol.de/b/ast-foq-vly 

Attendance:  

Thore (executive), Holger (finances, executive), Katharina (social affairs and internal 
university policy, executive), Kai (executive), Anahita (Infrastructure and administration), 
Arne (sustainability), Felix (Anti discrimination and political education), Hilko (Infrastructure 
and administration), Janine (pulic relations), Jimmy (anti discrimination and political 
education), Johanna B. (public relations), Johanna Z. (sustainability), Jonas (sustainability), 
Jules (equal opportunity officer), Kim (sustainability), Kira (culture and sport), Lisa (Be-Ref), 
Max W. (external university policy), Siggi (bicycle works), Diajeng (protocol)  

16 of 22 persons entitled to vote  

Voting: X – X – X (Yes – No – Abstention)  

1. Welcome 

2. Introductions 

3. Approval protocol 

Vote of the protocol of 7th of december 2020: 11 – 0 – 1 accepted 

4. Finances (external) 

None. 

mailto:vorstand@asta-oldenburg.de
https://studconf.uol.de/b/ast-foq-vly


5. Applications 

2. Reprocessing feedback round 

- Both positive and negative points were collected 

- Appreciative interaction, high motivation, good handling of the corona situation 

- What can be improved? There is not much room for content discussions, we should 

think about other formats 

- During discussions: formulate criticism and content points better 

- Organize Youtube channel, announce events more clearly 

- Communicate personal criticism in advance, always constructive 

- Workload is too high, especially PR effort is too high 

- Try to keep reports short 

- Communication via telegram: rethink what you share 

3. New management project: introduction of election software 

- The university wants to introduce a new election software, there is an AK for that 

6. Reports/Project presentations (voluntary) 

Die kleine Weltbühne 

- Podcast for december should be ready, there is already a rough direction for the 

podcast for january and february 

FZS 

- Meeting of political education committee, focus: never again (series of events that 

FZS organizes every year that is directed against facist and authoritarian tendencies) 



- This year the topic is ideology of the middle, especially main focus on anti 

communism in the FRG after 1945 

- There will be a campaign around the 30th of january 

Sustainability unit 

- Meeting of the steering group Fairtrade university 

Unit for external university policy 

- Organize a lecture on the critique of inclusion with the Ö-Ref 

Department for antidiscrimination and political education 

- Various contacts made for possible event on the topic of antiziganism (special form of 

racism against Sinti and Roma) 

- With Kira we organized an event about classism in university life 

Department for social affairs and internal university policy 

- Took care of the re-registration loans, overall there were less applications than usual 

because many apply fort he bridging assistance first 

Board of directors 

- The general assembly of the autonomous gay department took place 

- Elections were held 



7. Finance (internal) 

7.1.board: podcast 

- maximilian is working less now, for the technical support we would like to approve a 

compensation of 400 Euros, in the long run a project position should be created 

- question of data protection when query usage figures 

- Ö-Ref will talkt o Mathias beforehand how they handle the survey 

Vote podcast technical support and follow-up: 8 – 0 – 3 accepted 

7.2.Unit for anti discrimination and political education: seminar „ African 

achievments“ 

- Event is about what african people have actually achieved in terms of the world 

- If you look at science, medicine, politics and other issues, africa has achieved a lot and 

gained influence in various areas 

- Speaker: Dr. Keith Hamaimbo 

- On january 15th 

Vote african achievements: 12 – 0 – 0 accepted 

      End of the meeting: 12.52 pm 


